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ENGLISH IS ONE OF LANGUAGES IN THE WORLD WHICH IS USED AS AN INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE

METODE PEMBELAJARAN TSTS TWO STAY TWO STRAY SAMSUL MA RIF

APRIL 22ND, 2018 - METODE TWO STAY TWO STRAY DUA TINGGAL DUA TAMU ADALAH SALAH SATU MODEL PEMBELAJARAN KOOPERATIF YANG MEMBERIKAN KESEMPATAN KEPADA KELOMPOK MEMBAGIKAN HASIL DAN INFORMASI KEPADA KELOMPOK LAIN "MODEL PEMBELAJARAN TWO STAY TWO STRAY ISTS DAN PEMAHAMAN"
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BY AHADI SAPUTRA UNIVERSITY OF SYIAH KUALA BANDA ACEH

ABSTRACT

This study focuses on teaching reading comprehension by using the

"ABSTRAK PERBEDAAN PRESTASI BELAJAR ANTARA METODE THINK"

APRIL 3RD, 2018 - BUT WHEN WE SEE IT FROM THE STUDENT'S LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT PERCENTAGE THINK PAIR SHARE METHOD IS 8.394 BETTER THAN TWO STAY TWO STRAY METHOD"

"EKSPERIMENTASI MODEL PEMBELAJARAN KOOPERATIF TIPE THINKING"
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